Device-to-Device communication underlaying cellular network can increase the spectrum efficiency due to direct proximity communication and frequency reuse. However, such performance improvement is influenced by the power interference caused by spectrum sharing and social characteristics in each social community jointly. In this investigation, we present a dynamic game theory with complete information based D2D resource allocation scheme for D2D communication underlaying cellular network. In this resource allocation method, we quantify both the rate influence from the power interference caused by the D2D transmitter to cellular users and rate enhancement brought by the social relationships between mobile users. Then, the utility function maximization game is formulated to optimize the overall transmission rate performance of the network, which synthetically measures the final influence from both power interference and sociality enhancement. Simultaneously, we discuss the Nash Equilibrium of the proposed utility function maximization game from a theoretical point of view and further put forward a utility priority searching algorithm based resource allocation scheme. Simulation results show that our proposed scheme attains better performance compared with the other two advanced proposals.
Introduction
With the rapid spread of intelligence terminals and the explosive growth of communication capacity, local area services are considered as a popular issue. Traditional cellular networks can not meet the explosive demands for gigantic amount of mobile users in the following years. As Device-to-Device (D2D) communication enables direct communication between a pair of mobile users in proximity by occupying the cellular spectrum without traversing the BS or core network [1, 2] , it becomes an important usage case through peerto-peer scheme while nowadays mobile users in cellular networks need high-speed data service in which they could potentially be in range for direct communication [3] [4] [5] . For example, when friends close to each other want to exchange music, picture, or video via their own mobile phone, the D2D communication can provide a reasonable solution for the local media service as the same interested contents can be shared between mobile users. In this way, the throughput and spectral efficiency of the network can be highly increased [6] [7] [8] .
In D2D communication underlaying cellular network, mobile users occupy the same licensed band of spectrum resource for cellular users to increase the system capacity. Hence, resource allocation becomes the key issue in D2D communication, and appropriate resource allocation schemes are imperative to be conducted to settle this issue [9] . Considering the fact that the D2D communication shares the uplink spectrum resource, Xu et al. utilize a reverse iterative combinatorial auction based mechanism to accomplish the resource allocation [10] . Ferdouse et al. propose a throughput efficient subcarrier allocation (TESA) proposal for multiclass cellular D2D systems [11] . Hoang et al. adopt graph-based approach to discuss the nonorthogonal dynamic spectrum sharing to maximize the weighted system sum rate [12] .
Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing
Worth mentioning about the above studies [10] [11] [12] is that mobile users in social networks usually form stable social networks when communicating with others. They are grouped by social relationships or background to form different communities which have the same interested contents. Human beings in social communities share interested content through online social platforms, such as Weibo and WeChat. The more the interactions that take place in the community, the faster the transmission rate the community will consider. But these studies above all pay attention to improving the transmission rate in an overall perspective to restrict the interference cellular communication suffers [13] . The characteristics of high sociality may be able to improve the spectrum efficiency greatly; however, this has not been considered.
The sociality in D2D communication has been extensively studied for resource allocation optimization problem. Wang et al. model the strength of sociality of D2D links by counting contact time among mobile users [14] . The authors in [15] propose a social-aware resource allocation method based on two hops: communication with the BS (first hop) and extending communication with another device (second hop), but, with the iterations proceeding, the size of the master problem is also increasing. Li et al. quantitatively analyze the benefit taken by the incorporation of social features and propose a social-ware D2D communication framework by leveraging these social networking characteristics; this investigation has created the precedent for studying the problem of socialawareness based D2D resource allocation in [16] .
The aforementioned works indicate that the rate performance of the network can be effectively improved by implementing proper interference control policy and fully using social networking characteristics. However, how to allocate cellular resource for each D2D pairs is much more complex. The difference of our work from all the works done by those predecessors is that we maximize the sum transmission rate of the system by jointly paying attention to the interference caused by the D2D transmitter to cellular user and rate performance enhanced by the social relationships between mobile users. Thus, we further design a priority searching algorithm based resource allocation scheme in D2D communications underlaying cellular network.
Generally, D2D pairs along with cellular users may be self-interested to maximize their own benefit through cooperation or competition in the underlaying D2D communication network. Consequently, it is needed to develop suitable solutions to the consideration we present above. At the same time, game theory is adopted for modeling and researching the resource allocation problem in recent works. Many kinds of game theory have been applied to the study of D2D resource allocation problems. In [17] , a social-community utilization optimization game is proposed to optimize the utility of social community for each of the D2D pairs. But modeling the game in such a way seems quite a complex task. In [18] , Stackelberg game has been applied to model the interactions between D2D users and cellular users. Since the Stackelberg game belongs to the category of cooperative game, its outcome is not social optimum. Further cooperative games such as Nash Bargaining Solution (NBS) are needed to improve the results. In [19] , NBS is developed to tackle the inefficiency of the scheme in [18] where the assumption is not reasonable in practical environment.
Despite the popularity of game theory in recent resource allocation related investigation, the most common idea of these papers is to verify that any strategy that deviates from the Nash Equilibrium (NE) can not improve the system performance any more. This one-side proof may be not convincing enough when applying to resource allocation problem between two disjoint sets influenced by mutual interference. Accordingly, the matching theory provides a distributed solution to resource matching problem between two disjoint sets. In [20] , the matching theory was employed to match D2D pairs with cellular users to address the energy efficiency optimization problem in D2D enabled cellular networks. Besides, this work was extended to large-scale networks and acquired significant performance gains. In [21] , a 3D iterative matching algorithm was proposed to maximize the sum rate of D2D pairs while guaranteeing the QoS requirement of both cellular communication and D2D communication.
In [22] , the matching theory was used to model the network as a one-to-one matching market and each secondary user (SU) can maximize its utility by selecting the most suitable primary user (PU). However, it is confirmed that socialityinterference joint resource allocation problem has not been considered from the perspective of matching theory.
In this paper, in order to jointly compare the influence of sociality between the mobile users within the same community and power interference caused by D2D communication, we discuss the main problem existing in current resource allocation scheme and propose a utility function maximization (UFM) game for D2D communication underlaying cellular network by utility function construction, game establishment, providing relative proof for the existence of Nash Equilibrium. Inspired by one-to-one matching theory, we propose a priority searching algorithm based resource allocation scheme to acquire the final resource allocation proposal for the UFM game. We perform extensive simulations under realistic social network to evaluate the rate performance of our proposed scheme. The result shows that our proposed scheme improves system performance obviously, in terms of increasing the overall transmission rate and decreasing the transmission time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: we introduce the system model and formulate the problem in Section 2. UFM game is formulated in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, a priority searching based resource allocation algorithm is proposed, and, in Section 5, simulation result and analysis are given, and finally we make the conclusion of the paper in Section 6.
Problem Formulation

System Model.
We consider the D2D communication underlaying cellular network in which D2D links occupy the spectrum resource of uplink cellular communication. The reason why we choose uplink one is that when the cellular users (CUs) are in downlink transmission they will suffer from sophisticated interference caused by D2D communication [23] . Otherwise, we divide the investigation of socialawareness based resource allocation for D2D communication underlaying cellular networks into two domains in our work: physical domain and virtual social domain. More details about these are illustrated in Figure 1 .
In the physical domain, the system contains nodes labelled as the set of N = {1, 2, . . . , }. Each node denotes a mobile user that can communicate with the BS or execute D2D communication with other users directly. For active mobile users, they can form D = {1, 2, . . . , } D2D pairs. The remaining, which is denoted by the set C = {1, 2, . . . , } can request for interested content toward BS via cellular communication. Those D2D pairs can choose to reuse the spectrum resource of any cellular users. But there exist physical constraints between mobile users, and only some of them can form D2D pairs (including D-Tx and D-Rx) [24] .
In the social domain, for the reason that a community is combined by sophisticated relationship like friendship, kinship, or even classmates with each other [25] , and they were physically in close proximity, we tend to make use of these characteristics to model the social relationship between the users. Users consider the strength of their social trust within a community and their properties of social trust between different communities, respectively, to make D2D communication more secure.
To ensure the practicality of our work, we set the channel scene as Rayleigh fading channel. Under the premise of the free space propagation model, the interference signal power level of cellular user which is introduced by D2D transmitter D-Tx sharing the same spectrum resource with cellular user can be expressed as follows according to Shannon theorem:
while the interference signal of D2D receiver D-Rx is from the BS that establishes communication link with cellular users. Thus, the signal power can be expressed as
where and are the transmitted power of BS and D2D transmitter, respectively. , denotes the distance between the D2D transmitter and cellular user and , denotes the distance between D2D receiver and the BS, is the path loss exponent, and ℎ , and ℎ , are the complex Gaussian channel coefficients.
In our investigation, we assume there are one D2D pair and one cellular user within a single cell. By sharing cellular spectrum resource blocks with D2D pair, D2D communication and cellular communication can be conducted synchronously [26] . For the purpose of maximizing the overall system transmission rate, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SINR) of the two communication modes is regarded as important indicator. Based on (1) and (2), we can obtain the SINR of cellular user and D2D receiver as
is the given transmission power of cellular user and is the given transmission power of D2D transmitter; and are the channel gains of cellular link and D2D link, respectively. And 0 is the noise power on each channel.
At the same time, we usually calculate the sum rate of the system to measure the quality of D2D communication underlaying cellular network. For uplink direction, let , be the data transmission rate between the CU and the BS and , be the data transmission rate between D-Tx and D-Rx. Since the transmission rate of each cellular link and D2D link can be determined by the Shannon capacity [27] .
where SINR , and SINR , are the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SINR) in D2D and cellular communication links and , and , are the allocated licensed band of resource for D2D and cellular communication. What is imperative to mention here is that we only consider the interference that occurred within a single cell and do not consider any influence from other microcells.
To describe reusing relationship of spectrum resource, we denote , ∈ [0, 1] as the indicator matrix of the D2D pairs; that is, , = 1 when the D2D pair occupies the licensed band of resource of the cellular user ; otherwise , = 0. Thus, we can acquire the transmission rate of D2D pair multiplying the indicator , by , as , ⋅ , . The system performance can be represented by the sum of , and , .
We can improve the system performance by maximizing the sum rate to judge whether our proposed optimal socialaware resource allocation scheme is effective:
Problem Description
Power Interference.
In D2D communication network, we assume the cellular users can share uplink resource with user equipment. During the D2D communication, it is inevitable that D2D transmitter interference will be introduced to others, especially to nearby CUs. And since we limit that each D2D pair can reuse the spectrum resource from at most one cellular user, by assuming there are D2D pairs and cellular users in the D2D underlaying communication cellular network, we can simplify the network as Figure 2 .
In the simplified network we establish, besides the normal D2D communication, we only consider the effects of both the interference of a generic D2D transmitter introduced to others and all other interference caused to a D2D receiver. For instance, the base station (BS) introduces intratiers interference to the D2D receivers D2D 1 as shown in Figure 2 . Meanwhile, due to the full frequency reuse, D2D 1 causes interference to CU 1 . Considering the power interference caused by the transmitter of the D2D pairs to the nearby UE, we can give the definition that the interference introduced by D2D transmitter to cellular users is → , ∈ D, ∈ C:
where denotes the transmission power of the corresponding D2D pairs , ∈ D. , denotes the gains of the channel between the transmitter of D2D pair to cellular users . Here, the terms and , are positive. Hence, all of the cellular users are assumed in the single cell and corresponding interference is introduced by prayer , ∈ D, where the player is called the generic D2D transmitter. Meanwhile, the transmission between player , ∈ C, and the BS also introduces interference to D2D pair , where we define the intratier interference from player to player as follows:
where , is the channel gain between the BS and the D2D pairs . is the transmission power of cellular user . Here, we assume that orthogonal channels are used for different CUs, and we do not consider any power control policy at the macrocell layer. In our investigation, we pay attention to the power interference D2D transmitter introduced to the CUs, in other words, a new power control policy for the D2D transmitters. 
Social Utilization.
In this part, we use a visualized social-network graph to analyze the social relationship between the mobile users and depict the social characteristic of the network. In the virtual social network, social ties are defined to qualitatively measure the strength of social relationship between D2D users and report the communication demands between users. Besides, social centrality plays a very important role in D2D data transmission; users with high centrality are more likely to hold high capacity in terms of data transmission volume and frequency. In that case, for the purpose of obtaining a visualization of the social characteristics existing in user's daily activities, we adopt the proximity social network derived from a real-world mobility dataset-Karate club. The network contains the social data of 34 members within a Karate club, documenting 78 pairwise links between members who interact inside or outside the club [28] . By analyzing the realistic dataset and the interaction behaviors among these members, we plot the social network formed by users visualized by the trace in Figure 3 , where the magnitude of the node indicates the centrality of the specified user, and the label of the node indicates the strength of the social ties of corresponding links.
In the virtual social network, active mobile users in close relationship form certain community. In order to weigh the influence from the social relationship between the mobile users within the same community to our resource allocation scheme, we define the utility of social relationship by quantifying the social characteristic. Since we suppose mobile users in different communities have no social trust between each other, when cellular users download some content from the BS, cellular users belonging to the same community can deliver the content to other interested users directly instead of forwarding by the BS. And the amount of the content is determined by the social closeness between the users. The more close social relationship the D2D users have, the more content they will exchange with each other [29] .
Based on the analysis mentioned above, the social graph can be denoted by = ( , ). and stand for the set of all cellular users and D2D users and the set of relationships, respectively. To be mentioned, the matrix demonstrates the strength of the relationship of in the social network. Generally, we use the form of matrix described as , , , = 1, 2, . . . , , and , , = 1, 2, . . . , , = 1, 2, . . . , . , denotes the intimacy coefficient between D2D users, and , denotes the intimacy coefficient between the cellular users and D2D users. According to the definition in the dataset of Karate club, we plan to divide the closeness coefficient into two kinds: very close and a little close. The values of , and , follow the set of [0, 1]. For example, , = 0 implies a little close intimacy between the D2D users, and , = 1 naturally implies a very close intimacy. As illustrated in Figure 1 , we construct a simple social network. In community 2, D2D users Jack and Alice have a very close intimacy, while Bob and Jack are unfamiliar with each other. Inspired by the analysis in Part A, the utility of D2D users can be represented as follows:
Approximately, the utility of cellular users can be represented as follows:
By the way, and denote the physical and social relationship of the system model mentioned above. Thus, and denote the set of cellular users that reuse the same frequency band of spectrum resource and maintain stable interaction with each other. and denotes the D2D users which reuse the same spectrum resource from cellular users and maintain stable interaction with the cellular users. represents the influence of the social relationship to D2D communication and represents the influence of the social relationship to cellular communication. To sum up, we can define the social-community utility function of D2D users as follows:
denotes the correlation matrix of , , and, in general, the degree of social utility enhancement involves two aspects: the weighted sum of social utility enhancement by D2D pairs having social connections with each other as ∑ ∈D , and the weighted sum of utility enhancement between familiar cellular users and D2D pairs as ∑ ∈C , . In this way, the element of social relationship is considered in the investigation of resource allocation in D2D communication underlaying cellular network.
Game Theory-Based Framework for
Resource Allocation
In our investigation, we tend to maximize the sum transmission rate of the system. For example, if D2D transmitter brings about higher-than-sociality interference to cellular users, the operator would remove the D2D link. So, we model the resource allocation issue between D2D links and cellular links as the utility maximization game.
Problem Formulation.
The resource allocation policy of each of the D2D pairs depends on the power interference introduced by D2D communication and social relationships between the mobile users. Compared to the physical relationship between mobile users, the social relationship is relatively less changeable. Thus, we need to consider the joint influence from social enhancement and power interference to the D2D pairs dynamically. By that, we tend to define the utility of a D2D link as the profits which are contributed by cellular users and D2D users using spectrum resources and D2D users using social characteristics. In this case, the utility function of the th D2D links is defined as follows:
and are the charging price of unit data rate supported by the spectrum resource and the social network. and are the cost function of a D2D occupied resource and power interference. With respect to , a pricing function from (12) is adopted, which can be expressed as follows:
, , and denote nonnegative constants and ≥ 1 to guarantee that the cost function is convex. In order to improve the applicability, we suppose
where is a nonnegative constant [30] ; then
In the proposed problem in (15) , each D2D pair is aimed at integrating every aspect of influence and then maximizing its own utility. As the distribution of mobile equipment is changing all the time, the features of the network are varying instantaneously. So, for the purpose of exact comparison, we should implement some effective method to eliminate this kind of dilemma.
Dynamic game with complete information can model certain dynamic situation under the premise that the participant knows the type of the action it will take and the information needed for every decision of the action. It can be applied into our proposed model as every D2D pair can get to know the social utility and power interference and get the real-time Γ ( ) when D2D communication is in progress. So, the problem above can be regarded as a dynamic game with complete social information as well as sophisticated interference information. In this way, we can propose a dynamic game based scheme to optimize the overall performance of the D2D communication network due to the two-sides' competition.
UFM Game Formulation.
From the analysis above, we derive the information from two-sides' action needed in our game theory. And, for the optimization problem, we usually utilize the game theory to solve it. Firstly, we define corresponding strategy adopted by each D2D user in a certain point of history as , ∈ , where is the set of all available strategies of the D2D pair . The choice of strategies of all the other participants, that is, all the other D2D pairs in our work, can be defined as − = { 1 , . . . , −1 , +1 , . . . , }. If the above assumption for the UFM game theory is perfect, there must exist a strategy ∈ to maximize its own utility function:
The UFM game for the resource allocation thinking from the perspective of utility function is defined by quadruple Φ = {D, { } ∈D , {Γ } ∈D , { → } ∈D, ∈C }, where D denotes the D2D pairs. denotes all of the resource allocation strategies D2D pairs set D can take. Γ denotes the utility function of each of the D2D pairs , and → denotes the interference introduced by D2D pairs to cellular user . [31, 32] . It represents a set of strategies which are combined by all optimal choices taken by each participant which reflect the optimal reaction each participant adopts against the other participant's strategies. According to this, if the choices chosen by all the D2D pairs are optimal, the system sum rate of the D2D communication underlaying cellular network will reach the extreme one. The following part will discuss the existence of Nash Equilibrium in UFM game theory and provide proof for it.
Nash Equilibrium. Nash Equilibrium is a very important terminology in game theory
Generally, the UFM game Φ = {D, { } ∈D , {Γ } ∈D , { → } ∈D, ∈C } can reach the Nash Equilibrium if each of the D2D pairs has the only optimal response to the other D2D pair's strategy: * = arg max
and * = { * 1 , * 2 , . . . , * } denotes the Nash Equilibrium. Because of the same incentive of changing their strategy for all the D2D pair, we refer to the potential game theory to demonstrate the existence of NE for the UFM game. In [33] , Monderer and Shapley propose the definition of potential game and elaborate the idea in detail, too. In the field of wireless resource allocation games, game theory has been applied in a few of authors' papers, for example, [34] [35] [36] . In potential game theory, the change in individual player's gain can be mapped to the global function, which is called the potential function. By this way, we can conclude if there is any change that occurred on individual player, the potential function will change equally in the strict potential game. Γ denotes an exact potential function if and only if ∃ ( ) : → , ∀ , , ∀ , , ∈ , and ∈ .
In the D2D communication system we have modeled, the change of power interference and social utility caused by D2D links would change the utility function of the game, which is consistent with the principle of potential function. On the other hand, potential game has the following inherent properties, which are described in [33] : (1) There must exist a purestrategy NE and a solution for it. (2) The Nash Equilibrium corresponds to the maxima of the potential function Γ. (3) Generally, the convergence to Nash Equilibrium would be reached in finite improvement or searching path according to sequential best-response dynamics.
For the condition of a single band frequency channel, the potential game is formulated by utilizing the following utilitymaximizing function: Γ = − (Total utility function generated by + Total utility function experienced by ) . Proof. We suppose strategy denotes occupying the spectrum resource of cellular user which is taken by D2D pairs initially. Therefore, the initial indicator is , . Once D2D pair change its strategy and make a request for the spectrum resource of cellular user , the indicator changes to , . Then, we can obtain
We denote Δ 1 = − and Δ 2 = → − → . As we can see, Δ 1 ≫ Δ 2 . Finally, we conclude that
It means that no D2D pair can acquire performance enhancement by changing its strategy, so we prove that our proposed game is subgame perfect. As subgame is the restriction from the perspective of history circumstances, it can lead to the Nash Equilibrium of the game directly.
Resource Allocation Scheme for UFM Game Theory
Priority Searching Based Solution.
The value of the utility function Γ varies when D2D pair chooses to reuse spectrum resource from different cellular user, and the final aim of the UFM game is to determine the order of the utility function by the size of value. According to analysis in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, the resource allocation strategy * has a Nash Equilibrium. It means that we can finally achieve an optimal strategy by substituting the other strategies one by one in finite times. It is similar to the establishment of preference list and iterates until acquiring the best selection among different alternatives [10] . Inspired by the one-to-one matching theory, we will show the main idea of the proposed resource allocation algorithm in detail.
Definition 2.
For any D2D pairs, we define the binary priority relation set ≻ to represent the entire set of resource allocation strategies that each D2D pair would possibly take. In our UFM game, D2D pairs can choose to reuse the resource occupied by the associated cellular users or not according to the priority set. For any D2D pairs, ≻ means D2D pairs prefer choosing as the target resource source instead of .
Since the priority set is determined by the utility function, we can define the priority as follows:
This definition demonstrates that D2D users are likely to reuse the spectrum resource of cellular users as no more options can bring additional performance gains. We can set the highest priority for cellular user in the set belonging to D2D user . By this, a complete priority set can be obtained by repeating searching operation. For every D2D pair, we can also design an optimization resource allocation scheme based on the priority set. In this scheme, every D2D pair urges finding its own highest priority and reusing the spectrum resource shared by the corresponding cellular users.
Let us present Algorithm 1. Based on the definitions and priority searching operation, we can obtain a final Nash-stable resource scheme fin for D2D users to solve the utility maximization problem, which is given in Algorithm 1. From the whole knowledge given above, we can see that D2D users make switching iteration following a logically standard based on an arbitrarily chosen initial resource allocation strategy ini . At the beginning of each iteration, D2D user ∈ D is randomly chosen by the system in step (13) . And, then, the selected D2D user replaces its resource allocation strategy with ini by random choosing a occupied cellular users and determine its strategies and uniformly selects another social-trust cellular user ∈ C. Then, the D2D pair will request the base station for the channel state information once establishing communication link with these two cellular users and . After acquiring specified information, the BS will computes the utility function of the resource allocation strategies of and and broadcast to the participant of the game model. Meanwhile, making the decision that whether to carried out the switch operation for D2D link. If ≻ , the switch operation will not be executed. Otherwise, the switch operation will be executed. The iteration will continue until all of the priority searching operations for each D2D pair are traversed and reach a final Nash Equilibrium scheme fin .
Different from those conventional D2D resource allocation schemes, our proposed scheme needs to select suitable community detection dataset and analyze the socialcommunity information inside. And a priority based potential game theory is applied in our scheme. This important information is taken into consideration in our proposed scheme fully.
Uniqueness and Boundedness.
According to Theorem 1, for a given history point , the combination of strategy , ∈ , can reach a status of being subgame perfect as reaction to the combination of strategy − . To prove the uniqueness and boundedness of our proposed game, it is necessary to confirm that if there exist any participant ∀ ∈ D and its turn to adapt the new resource allocation strategy of (17) substitute the current resource occupying strategy for strategy , and add it to cur (18) Until all of the D2D pairs complete the priority searching operation, resource occupying strategy switching operation and reach Nash Equilibrium fin Algorithm 1: The utility function maximization D2D links redistribution algorithm.
corresponding strategy can give better reaction to the strategy combination − than and make ≻ available. So we provide the following proof relative to the uniqueness and boundedness of our proposed UFM game.
Theorem 3.
For all of the D2D pairs whose , = 1, the proposed priority searching based scheme can only obtain a unique resource allocation scheme fin .
Proof. Based on the description in Algorithm 1, we suppose reversely that the combination of strategy is not subgame perfect. And, then, there must exist certain participant that has strategy ∀ ∈ D and outperforms . Now, we investigate another strategỹ, and when < , is equal tõ, but, after , it is equal to . Then, in any subgame after the history point , strategy ∀ ∈ D is at least as well as̃for the reason that ∀ ∈ D has deviated from once. We can also conclude that strategy ∀ ∈ D is at least as well as̃after the history point , which is contrary to the assumption that strategy ∀ ∈ D improves the strategy . And so on, we can investigate other to prove its equal benefit with ∀ ∈ D until reaching the unique resource allocation scheme fin .
Through the above analysis, we prove the uniqueness of the UFM game by Reduction to Absurdity. In each iteration in Algorithm 1, it may lead to a new resource allocation strategy. As there is only C in the physical domain and limited D D2D pairs due to the limited social relationship in the social domain, each of the D2D pairs is corresponding to C types of resource allocation scheme. So the priority searching operation will eventually end in limited steps. This fact assures the boundedness of our proposed UFM game based scheme.
Simulation Results and Discussions
In this section, we implement the simulation results from different perspective to verify the performance of our proposed UFM algorithm and elaborate some necessary explanation for the results. Main simulation parameters have been given in Table 1 . Simulations are executed in a single cell, which are within an isolated community circumstance. Path loss models are considered for cellular and D2D links, along with shadow fading model. According to the dataset of Karate club, we conduct the simulation within a 500 m × 500 m area to guarantee most of the club member's activities are within this area, and 34 members of the club are randomly distributed within the BS coverage area. Meanwhile, the bandwidth of allocated resource is assigned arbitrarily within the range limitation. We compare our proposed UFM algorithm with the following resource allocation schemes: (a) distributed resource allocation (DRA), which allocates the D2D communication resource by thinking in a distributed way [37] , and (b) optimal social-community aware resource allocation (OSRA), which allocates the D2D communication resource to reduce the total transmission time [38] . All the results are averaged over 10 times' trial.
Without loss of generality, on one hand, we prescribe the pathloss model between the base station and all the mobile users as COST (European Cooperation in Science and Technology) 231 Hata model [39] .
Meanwhile, we prescribe the pathloss model between different cellular users and D2D users as Xia model [40] , given as follows: 
Since we assume the inner distance of D2D pair remains in close standards and relatively close, the free space model can be given by
Moreover, we consider the case of fast fading model for Rayleigh fading. In different situation, we adopt a different fading model to investigate. In this way, the evaluation of the average performance is objective. We also set a great number of criterions for our simulation: the maximum power state of D2D users is set at 23 dBm, and the maximum interference which mobile users can tolerate is assumed to be 5.0 × 10 −6 . Before investigating the system performance based on our proposed UFM game, we tend to show the joint influence of the power interference caused by spectrum sharing and social characteristics in each social community illustrated in Figure 4 .
In this section, we analyze the sum power interference and sum social utility, respectively, as the number of cellular users varies. The case of 10 cellular users means the situation of system whose spectrum resource is in short supply. In this situation, D2D users possibly have to share the spectrum resource of the same users, while the case of 30 cellular users means D2D pairs have many resource-occupying choices. The results indicate that the sum power interference decreases with the trend of the number of cellular users increasing as the sum social utility stay in quite a stable level. And when the number of cellular users in the system exceeds 18, the influence from social utility will surpass the influence from power interference. And then we evaluate the system sum rate and sum time with different number of cellular users using the proposed UFM algorithm and the other two advanced schemes which is illustrated in Figures 5 and 6 . Figure 5 compares the sum rate of the three algorithms under the isolated scenarios, in which we set the number of cellular users varied in the range of [10, 30] . From Figure 5 , we observe that, by removing some interference-intolerable D2D links, significant performance enhancement can be achieved when the cellular users are relatively sufficient. But, in the situation that cellular users are not sufficient, performances of the two are roughly equal. The reason is that the excessive reuse relationships of frequency with the same cellular user will cause unbearable interference to the cellular users. According to our algorithm, the D2D link will be removed automatically in both schemes. Figure 6 compares the sum transmission time of the three algorithms under the isolated scenarios. From Figure 6 , we can observe that, in the case that some unnecessary D2D links has been removed, the UFM algorithm still provides quite a considerable reduction of transmission time. That is, because we allow D2D users to continue to acquire content via cellular communication when D2D communication comes across link interruption. So, the sum transmission time will not be affected greatly. For the purpose of evaluating the system performance while the number of D2D users varies within a certain range, we set geographical scope as 300 m × 300 m around the BS and suppose the number of cellular users is 10. As illustrated in Figures 7 and 8 , the variation range of number of D2D pairs is [5, 30] ; the result demonstrates that our proposed UFM game always attains the best performance with the increase of D2D users, compared to the OSRA and DRA. This is because, in the algorithm of DRA or OSRA, there exist little coordination measures to restrict D2D pairs to select their resource and it is inevitable to establish some high-interference links between D2D pairs and cellular users. In our proposed algorithm, UFM game effectively coordinates both social relationship and power interference and then decides whether to access the spectrum resource of certain cellular users, not in a random way. In these circumstances, we can avoid many high-risk links and attain a better system performance in terms of the evaluation of the sum transmission rate. At this point, we can summarize that our proposed scheme precedes the other two schemes in a relatively comprehensive scale.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper studies game-theory based social-aware resource allocation in the D2D communication underlaying cellular network based on the realistic social network. By considering the power interference and social utility in the physical and social domain, respectively, a game-theoretic based utility function maximization scheme has been proposed. Also, to demonstrate the optimality of our proposed scheme, this paper provides evidence for the existence of Nash Equilibrium theoretically. Meanwhile, a priority searching operation based resource allocation scheme is designed to implement the Nash Equilibrium of the proposed UFM game. The proposed UFM scheme is numerically shown having superiority over traditional DRA and OSRA scheme: the performances of sum rate and total transmission time are better than the OSRA and DRA algorithm through massive simulation result, suggesting that the proposed scheme is more ideal for joint social-aware resource scenarios considering the social characteristics. Nevertheless, some issues related to further system optimization remain to be addressed, such as power allocation of mobile nodes and cluster formation of social community.
Notations
N:
Set of mobile users C:
Set of cellular users D: SetofD2Dpairs Φ:
TheUFMgame ≻ :
Set of utility priority → : Interference from th D2D to th cellular signal → : Interference from th cellular signal to th D2D ( ): Social utility of th D2D pairs Γ ( ): Utility function of th D2D pairs , :
Indicator of resource reusing relations * :
TheNashEquilibriumof th D2D pair :
Set of all feasible strategies in UFM game.
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